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I. IN-TR~DUCTION 
Let K, be a p-adic subfield of a p-adic field R and let k, C k be the 
respective residue fields. We assume throughout that p # 2 and that R is 
finitely generated over k, . In this paper we establish a Galois correspondence 
involving two closely related subjects (1) the space Der(K/K,J of analytic 
derivations on K which restrict to the zero map on MO and (2) the group 
G,(KjKO) of inertial automorphisms of K which restrict to the identity map 
on KO . The Galois correspondence is given in Theorem 3. 
The following facts indicate how closely the two subjects are related in t:he 
context of this paper. Denote the ring of integers of K by R and let f(KjKO) 
be the R-submodule of those d in Der(K/KJ for which d(K) C ) i.e., those 
d which are integral. The map d -+ exp(pd) is a bijection between I(K/K,,) 
and GO(K/KO) having the property that the field of constants of d is the 
invariant field of exp(pd) [3]. 
Thwing and Heerema [2] have shown that the field of constants of sub- 
modules of I(K/K,,) are the intermediate p-adic fields Agebraically closed 
in K. Thus in order to obtain a Galois correspondence it is only necessary 
to characterize I(K/K,) or G,(K/K,,). Theorem I characterizes J(K/K,J 
in terms of the determinant of a Jacobian di(zej), where the f residues (i%Jp 
called a K/K,, Jacobian basis for k over k, , is p-indepe t over k, and 
can be chosen to be a transcendency basis for k over k, . 
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Jacobian bases have a role in the theory of inertial automorphisms of K 
over K, similar to the role of p-bases in the general theory. For example, 
designating the group of inertial automorphisms on K by G,,(K), we have the 
following. Given any set (zli} of representatives of a K/K,, Jacobian basis U 
(of a p-basis for k) there is an a: in G,(K/K,,) (in G,(K)) such that {~l(zc~)} is 
any prescribed set of representatives of U; 01 is uniquely determined by 
{a(~+)}. This is Theorem 4. 
A field kl , k, C kl C k, has the K/K0 conjugate property if (1) kl is the 
residue field of an intermediate p-adic field and (2) any two p-adic fields 
between K, and K having kl as residue field are conjugate by an a: in G&K/K,). 
Corollary 6 offers a sufficient condition for k, to have the conjugate property, 
a condition which is necessary and sufficient if k is separable over k, . Thus 
Theorem 7 states that if k is separable over k, then k, has the conjugate 
property if and only if k is separable over kl . 
Given p-adic fields K, _C Kl _C H C K with residue fields k, C kl C h C k 
such that H is the algebraic closure of K, in K, we say h is a K/K0 p-adic 
closure of k, . Corollary 8 states a condition under which the p-adic closure is 
unique. An example demonstrates that, in general, the p-adic closure is not 
unique. Of course, there may be no Kl over k, and hence kl may not have a 
K/K,, p-adic closure. 
Theorem 1 states that the k-space .f(K/K,) of derivations on k over k, 
which are induced by I(K/K,J h as d’ rmension Y, the transcendence degree of k 
over k, (tr.d. (k/k,)). It is immediately seen that I(K/K,,) is closed under Lie 
commutation. An example is provided of a field k finitely generated over k, 
and a k space D of derivations on k over k, , closed under Lie commutation, 
and having dimension equal to tr.d. (k/k,) with the property that there is no 
p-adic subfield K, of K having residue field k, such that f(K/K,) = D. 
2. GALOIS MODULES OF DERIVATIONS 
Under the assumption that k is finitely generated over $ I(K/K,,) is a 
finitely generated torsion free R-module, and hence a free R-module. The 
following theorem determines the dimension of I(K/K,,) and provides a 
criterion for determining when a maximal independent set is actually a basis 
for I(K/K,) over R. It provides information about the action of derivations 
in I and, as we shall see, determines the amount of freedom available in the 
construction of elements of G,(K/K,). 
THEOREM 1. Let K 3 K,, bep-adicfields with re.sidue$elds k 3 k, . Assume k 
is jinitely generated over k0 and that the transcendency degree of k over k, is 
Y > 0. If f denotes the k-space of derivations on k induced by I, then 
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(i) dim, 4 = diiR 1 = dim, Der(K/Ks) = Y. 
(ii) A subset (dl ,..., dJ of I is a basis for I over .R if and orzly if there are 
integers u, ,..., u, in R such that det(di(uj)) is a unit i?z R. A set (zll ,“~, G,> 
having this property can be chosen so that (ii1 ,..., Gr) is a t~a~sce~de~~y basis 
for k over k, . 
We first prove i and the last sentence of (ii) by induction on 1’. Note that 
a derivation d on K is analytic if and only if for some integer n, p”d is integral, 
Assuming Y = 1, by [2, Theorem 2.61 there is a nonzero analytic derivation d1 
on K over K0 ~ The field of constants of dl is necessarily the algebraic closure 
K,’ of Ks in K. For some n, pad, maps Ii: into R but not into pR. Assume dr 
to have this property and let & # 0 be the derivation dl induces on k. We 
choose il E k so that J1(u) # 0. Clearly it may be assumed that a is trans- 
cendental over k, . If u in R is any representative of U, then d,(a) is a unit in 
We observe below that Ed,} is a basis for I over R. Let K1 be the closure in t 
p-a&c topology of K,,(U) and note that for any d in 1, d lx1 is completely 
determined by d(u). Since K is separabIe algebraic over Ki , d i’cl determines d 
Thus dim, P = 1 and any d E I such that d(R) QpR generates 1 over pk. 
It follows easily that {d} is a basis for the free R-module 1 if and only if d(u) 
is a unit. 
We asstime the result in case tr.d.(k/k,) < r. As above, choose g1 in. k 
transcendental over k, having the property dl(cl) # 0 for some 4 E e’. Let K1 
be the algebraic closure in K of the p-adic closure of KG(u) in K, where u is 
any representative of S. Let k, be the residue field of .KI . By induction there 
is a transcendency basis (~a ,..., cr} = D for k over k, having the property 
that a subset (da ,..~, d,.) in I(K/K,) is a basis for d(K/K1) over R if and only if 
given any set of representatives (us ,..., u,> of o;, det(d,(uj)) is a unit in R 
(2 < i, j < r). Let u1 be a representative of in, and let d1 induce 
construction, if {$ ,..., d,} is any basis of I(K/K& then d,(~i) E 
2 < i < r. Since dl(ul) is a unit and for 2 < i, j < Y, det(d,(u$)) is a unit, 
it follows that for i, j > 1, det(d,(q)) . is a unit. Since d~t(~~(~~)) # 0, the set 
F = Cdl ,-..) dT} is independent over R. By an argument completely analogwas 
to that of the case Y = 1, one sees that d in I(K/K,) is determined by the set 
{d(ur),..., d(u,)). However, by Cramer’s Rule, given any set (q )..~i ur> ia $2 
there is a d in the span of F over R such that d(q) = 8i . Hence (dl I.,., d?T> 
is a basis and any set id,‘,..., d,‘) in I(K/K,,) such that det(di’(uj)) is a unit is a 
basis for 1 over R. As noted above, if d E Der(K/K,J then p”d E 1 for some 
n 3 0. Thus, a basis for I over R is also a basis for DerjK/KJ and 
dim, I = dim, Der(KjK,,), and moreover, the condition det(di(z&j)) $p.R 
shows dim, 9 = dim, 1. 
Assume now that for an arbitrary u1 ,..*) U, in R and d,, ). . .) d, in I, 
det(di(uj)) is a unit in R. If dl’,... , d,’ is a basis for I then di = C q&j’9 
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1 < i, j < Y, with the ai,$ in R. Let A be the a,,j matrix. det(A)] is a unit 
since det(d,(zlJ) is a unit. It follows that dl ,..., d, is a basis for I over .R. 
It seems possible that any subset {or ,..., u,} of R which satisfies condition (ii) 
of the theorem would have the property that {a1 ,..., ZZ~} is a transcendency 
basis for k over k, . The following example indicates this is not so. 
Let P be a perfect field (charp f 0) and let (%, y} be algebraically 
independent over P. Let k, = P(x”), and let k = P(z,~). Let K, be a 
p-adic field with k, as residue field, and extend K,, to Kl with P(x”,$ as 
residue field. Let d be defined on K,/K,, by d(y) = 1. Extend Kl by a root 01 
of the irreducible polynomial Xp - ~“(1 + py). Then K,(a) = K has residue 
field k. d can be uniquely extended to K by d(ol) = -@‘/G-‘. By 
[2, Lemma 2.21, d is integral on K. Since the transcendency degree of k 
over k, is 1 and d(ol) #pR, d is a basis forI(K/K,). Thus 01, which has residue H 
algebraic over k, , satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 1. Note that y also 
satisfies the condition. 
Theorem 1 provides a simple proof of a previously established result 
[2, Theorem 4.11. 
COROLLARY 2. k is separable over k, zjc and on& ;f I(K/KJ induces 
Der(k/kJ. 
Proof. Since k is finitely generated over k, , k is separable over k, if and 
only if tr.d.(k/k,) = dim, Der(k/k,,). 
Let N be a submodule of I(K/K,) with Kl as field of constants, and let k, 
be the residue field of Kl . We shall say AJ satisfies the Jacobian condition 
provided there exist representatives (z+ ,..., u,} in K of a transcendency basis 
for k/k1 and (dl ,..., ds} C N such that det(d,(z+)) # pR. If N satisfies the 
Jacobian condition, Theorem 1 asserts that N = I(K/K,). Thwing and 
Heerema [2] have shown that any p-adic intermediate field Kl which is 
algebraically closed in K is the field of constants of an integral derivation 
on K. Thus we have established the following Galois type correspondence. 
THEOREM 3. Let K/K,, and k/k,, be as usual. Let &‘” = (K,, K, C Kl C K / Kl 
is algebraically closed in K) and let SF’ = {submodules N of I(K/K,,) which 
satisfy the Jacobian condition). Then the map f: X ---f ~6, where f (Kl) = 
I(K/K,) is a bijection andfor N E 2, f-l(N) is the$eld of constants of N. 
We will call a set of residues {u; , . . . , @r> of Y elements satisfying condition (ii) 
of Theorem 1 a K/K, Jacobian basis for k over k, or if (@r ,... , &.} is a trans- 
cendency basis for k over k, we will call it a K/K, transcendency basis. Let 
Id represent the identity map on K and let U = {ur ,..., ur> be any ordered 
set of representatives of a K/K, Jacobian basis. 
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??XEOREM 4. The map +: G,(K/K,) --f R(r:, the cartesiaa product of 
R 7 times, given by +(a) = {(a - Id)u& / 1 < i < Y> is a ~~ect~o~. Tim 01 
in G,(K/K,) is determined by its action on a set of representatives of a ~a~o~ia~ 
basis and there is an ~1 which maps a given set ofrepresentatz%es onto ally other set 
of ~ep~es~tat~ves~ 
Proof. We observe first that if 01 in GO(K/KO) has the property 
(a - Id) ui = 0, 1 ,( i < Y, then CL = Id. We do this by noting that 
In(a) = x ((-l)Ql[(~! - .ldd)i/i] / 1 < i < co> is in P [3] and has the 
property In(ol)(u,) = 0. By Theorem I, In(a) = 0 and hence exp(!n(ct)) = I’d. 
Thus if a(tiJ = /3(ui), 1 < i < y, for a and /3 in G, then @“(u.J = ui and 
hence 01 = /3. Thus + is injective. 
We show 4 to be surjective as follows. Given any other set of represen- 
tatives U’ = (~r’,.~., uV’) we shall construct an CL in G,(K/K,) such that 
a(q) = q’, 1 < i < Y. This is done by successive approximations, and the 
following observation is required. 
LEMMA 5. Given d in I such that d(R) C ~$172, s >, 1, then for i > 2, 
Boof. Note first that di(R) CpSiR. Let v represen 
p-adic valuation. Then v(i!) < (i - l)/(p - 1) and for a i 
si + i - (i - I)/@ - 1). Since p # 2, we can assume that i > 3 
and we need to show that si + i - (i - I)/& - 1) >, s -t- 2 or 
(s + I - [I/($ - Z)])(i - 1) 3 1, which is clearly true. 
Choose dl in I(K/K,) so that d,(uJ = (ui’ - uJ/p for all i. Then if 
cl1 = exp pd, , Al = ui’ + P”c,,~ , since (C (pjd,j$) j 2 < j < CO> maps 
into pa+&! (Lemma 5). Given a1 ,..., 01~ such that (CY, 1.. 011) ui = ui’ + p*fr~~,~ 
and (zi - ~~)(~) Cp”R, we construct d,+, as follows. (ui + J++:c~,~ i 1 < i < Y> 
is a set of representatives of a Jacobian basis. Choose d,,, E 2 by the 
condition d,+,(q + pS+lci,S) = --P?~,~, I < i < r. Let c++~ = exp(pd,_,). 
Then a&i(zli + ps+lci,s) = wi + ~s+%~,~+~ . This follows from the obser- 
vation that d,+,(R) CpSR and Lemma 5. By the same considerations, 
(a s+l - ~~)(~) CpS+lR, and moreover a,+r01, ... u.,(zQ) = ui’ + _P~+%~,~+~ . 
y construction, the sequence of automorphisms (clSi ( I < s < CO) where 
a: I- s -as ... o(r has a limit 01 and a(~@ = ui’. 
3. CONJUGATE FIELDS AND p-Amc CLOSURE 
We consider the following question. Given p-adic fields B(, C K with 
residue fields k, C k, which fields k, , k, C k, C k have the property that any 
two p-adic fields between K, and K which have k, as residue field are 
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conjugate by an automorphism in G,(K/K,,) (assuming that A1 is the residue 
field of at least one K1 , K, _C Kr Z K). We say that such a subfield has the 
K/K,, conjugate property. Using the fact that there is an inertial automorphism 
which maps any set of representatives of a p-basis for k onto any other set of 
representatives, a fact established, though not explicitly stated, by 
MacLane [l], it follows easily that if kl is separable over $ and k is separable 
over kl , then kl has the conjugate property for any choice of K. The next 
theorem, Theorem 7, asserts that if k is separable over k, , then k must be 
separable over k, in order for kl to have the conjugate property. We first 
prove the following. 
COROLLARY 6. If the $eld kl , k,, _C 12, _C k, has a separating transcendency 
basis over k, which is a subset of a K/K0 Jacobian basis, then kl has the K/K,, 
conjugate property. 
Proof. Since kl has a separating transcendency basis over $ , k, is the 
residue field of some intermediate p-adic field [I, Theorem 12, p. 4341. Let 
Kl and K,’ be intermediate p-adic fields having residue field kl and let 
I% ,**., u,) = u be a separating transcendency basis for kl over k, which is a 
subset of a K/K@ Jacobian basis. By Theorem 4 there is an 01 in G,(K/K,) 
which takes a given set of presentatives of fl in Kl onto a given set of 
representatives of u in K,‘. By Hensel’s Lemma, 01 must take K1 onto K,‘. 
We are able to establish the converse of Corollary 6 if k is separable over k, . 
THEOREM 7. Assume k to be a $nitely generated separable extension of k, . 
An intermediate $eieM kl has the K/K0 conjugate property if and only if k is a 
separable extension of k, . 
Proof. We prove sufficiency by an argument independent of the comments 
preceding Corollary 6. Since k is a finitely generated separable extension of 
k any p-basis for k over k, is a transcendency basis for k over k, and using 
gdrollary 2 is readily seen to be a K/K,, Jacobian basis. If k is separable over 
Zz, , any separating transcendency basis for kl over k, is a subset of a K/K,, 
Jacobian basis and hence k, has the KIK, conjugate property. 
Assume to prove the converse, that k is not separable over k, . Thus k, is 
not algebraic over k, . Let (x1 ,..., x8> be a (nonempty) p-basis for k, over k, . 
Since k is not separable over kl , we may assume x, E k,,(kp)(x, ,..., xSWl). 
Let Kl be an intermediatep-adic field with kl as residue field and let X1 ,..., X, 
be a set of representatives of x1 ,..., x, in Kl . The assumption that k is not 
separable over k, assures the existence of y in k p-independent over kl . 
Choose Yin K having y as residue and let K,’ be the intermediatep-adic field 
having residue field k, and containing X, + pYp,..., X,-r + PUP, X, + pY, 
representatives of x, ,.,., x, . We need the following which is easily obtained 
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from the fact that K, and K,’ both have k, as residue field. Let 
the rings of integers of K and K, , respectively. 
LEMMA 8. PJ 01 in G,(K/K,) has the pro@rty ol(K,) = Ki’, then 
a(Xi) = Xi + p(Y” +f8(Xl ,..., X,)), modp2, 1 ,< i < s - 1 and a(X,) = 
Xs + p(Y i-f&& ,...> X,>), modP’, where fi is a ~Qly~~rn~a~ with integer 
coeficients in the ring R,[Rp] for 1 < i < s. 
Since x, E k,(k*)(x, ,.~., xSel), X, = f(X, ,..., X,-,) + pZ, modp2, where 
f is a polynomial with coefficients in R,[RP] and Z is some integer in K. 
If 01 is in G,(K/K,J and a is in R,[Rp] then a(a) = a, modpz. Thus, if 
f (Xl ,...Y X,-J = C ail.. i s-,X~ ’ ’ ’ XiSS1 S-l 
then 
CX(X#) = C Ui,...is_,~(Xi)“’ -a* OI(X,J~“-~ + p.Z, mod $9. 
Noting that CX(X$)~~ = (Xj + cP(X,)>ij for some ~*(;cj) in $22 and thus 
a(Xj)lef = Xjj f ijXi+-la*(Xj), modp2, we have 
4x,> = fi, + c j gg (4 >*--? X,) a*(X,) mod p2, 
=xs+PC axj af (Xl ,..., X,-,)(Yp + fj(Xl :...) X,)), modP2. 
owever, by the above lemma, if a(K,) = K,’ then 
4X,) = x3 + P(Y +f@l. ,...> &>P, mod p2. 
ThLlS, 
Taking residues we conclude that y is in k,(kB), a contradiction 
Some remarks are in order before stating the next result. Each intermediate 
p-adic field Kl , K, 2 Kl C K has a unique minimal Galois overfield 
namely, its relative algebraic closure in K. If k, is the residue field of 
the residue field m of M will be algebraic over k, and separably algebraically 
closed in k. A theorem of Thwing and Heerema states that a subfield m is 
separably algebraically closed in k if and only if there is a p-adic subfield A4 
of K, algebraically closed in K, which has m as residue field. M may not 
contain K,, , so it is not to be expected that M will be the Galois closure of an 
intermediate p-adic overfield of k, . Thus we pose the following question. 
Given an intermediate field k, , k, C k, C k, what can be said about the fields A., 
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kr _C h _C k, such that h is the residue field of the algebraic closure in K of 
some p-adic field Kl , K,, _C Kl _C K, having kl as residue field. Such a field h 
will be called a K/K0 p-adic closure of k, in k. As noted earlier, some fields k, 
may not have a K/K,, p-adic closure. The following example illustrates the 
fact that, in general, h is not uniquely determined by kI . 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k, be a perfect field of characteristic p # 0 and let 
k, = k,,(%P), k = k,(%, y), where z and 7 are algebraically independent 
over k, . Let K be ap-adic field having k as residue field with K,, representing 
its unique p-adic subfield having k, as residue field. Since k1 is separable 
over k, and is separably algebraically closed in k, there exists a p-adic 
subfield Kl of K which is algebraically closed in K and has kI as residue field 
[2, Theorem 3.61. Similarly, there exists K, algebraically closed in K with 
k,(3) as residue field. Moreover, by [l, Theorem 12, p. 4341, Ka has ap-adic 
subfield K,’ with k, as residue field (and necessarily containing KJ. Thus k, 
has at least two (and in fact exactly two) K/K,p-adic closures. 
COROLLARY 9. Let K/K0 and k/k, be as usual. Any field kl , kO C k, C k, 
having a separating transcendency basis over k, which is a subset of a K/K, 
Jacobian basis, has a unique K/I& p-a&c closure. 
PYOO~. Since k, is assumed separable over kO , there is an intermediate 
p-adic field Kl with residue field k, . By Corollary 6 any two such intermediate 
fields are conjugate by an automorphism in G,(K/K,). Hence their algebraic 
closures are conjugate and must then have the same residue field, 
Theorem 1 showed that the space of derivations induced on k/k0 by 
I(K/K,) has dimension Y = tr.d.(k/k,). Given any r-dimensional subspace L 
of Der(k/k,) does there exist a p-adic subfield K, of K with $ as residue field 
such that I(K/K,) d in uces L ? The answer is no in general. Since I(K/K,J 
is closed under Lie commutation, a necessary condition on L is that it also 
be closed under Lie commutation. We now provide an example to show that 
being closed under Lie commutation is not a sufficient condition in general. 
We will need the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let dl and d, be elements of I(K/K,,) which induce the 
same derivation on k/k, . Let KI and K, be their respective fields of constants 
with residue$elds k, and k, . Then if x E KI is any representative of an element f 
in kp n k, , then d,(x) ep2R. 
Proof. Since dl and d2 induce the same derivation on k, dl = d, -/- pd3 . 
Thus 0 = d,(x) = d,(x) + pd&). S’ mce 3~ k”, d,(x) ERR. Thus p&(x), 
and hence d2(x), must be in p2R. 
Let P be a perfect field of characteristic p # 0 and let Z, 7 be algebraically 
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independent over P. Let E = P(z, 9) and K, = P(z~). Let Z E ~~r(~/~*) be 
defined by a( 9) = 0, J(Z) = 1. W e c aim that the ore-d~rnen~o~a~ space 1 
generated by a cannot be induced by I(K/K,), where K and K, have k mnnd $
as their respective residue fields. Let K* be the unique p-adic subfield of K 
with P as residue field. Then any K,, must be of the form K*(z)‘, the complete 
closure of a simple transcendental extension of v, where x has residue P. 
In view of Proposition 10, to establish our claim we need only construct an 
integral derivation on K which induces 2 and has the property d(s) $9’ 
Thus, let I&(y) h ave residue field P(x”~ 3). Define d on K&y)’ by d(z) = 
d(y) = z-I* Since [P(%, 7): ?(P, $1 = p, [Kz I&(y)‘] = $. Let x E R 
be a representative of X. Then K = K,,(y)‘(x). Let 
g(X) = xp + pa,-lX~-’ + ... + pa,X + CEO 
be the minimum polynomial of x over K,,(y)‘. Let ~1 ‘$e the p-a&c valuation. 
Then u(g’(x)) >, 1, and by 12, Lemma2.4] u(g’(x)) < 
v(g’(x)) = 1. pd can be uniquely extended to M by de 
-g”“(x)/g’(x), where gPd is the polynomial obtained by applying pd to the 
coefficients of g . v(gp”(x)) = 1 since v(pd(a,)) = 1. Thus pd(x) is a nnit 
in I?, and pd is an integral derivation on K. By considering ~~/p~(~)] . pd, we 
may assume pd(x) = 1. By construction, pd(x) up , and pd induces h 
Thus the claim is established. 
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